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 James Part 7: Proud Living 
 

I. 10 Verbs for Humility: 

James has argued consistently that it is not enough to merely hear God's word.  To hear and not 

do, means you don't really believe it.  It means that you have deceived yourself into believing 

that either it's not true, or it doesn't work, or it doesn't apply to you. 

 

In 4:1-10, he says that the real source of the conflicts among them is a love affair with the 

world. Their love of pleasure, power, prestige and things was fuelling envy and selfish ambition. 

But love for God and love for the world are mutually exclusive.  Exchanging our love for God for 

prestige or shiny things is like seeking another lover. It is a betrayal of God’s love for us. It is 

rooted in a pride that rejects God goodness and exalts us as the ones who know what is best for 

us. James reminds us that God opposes the proud, but promises to give us grace that is 

transforming when we humble ourselves before Him and seek Him. So James gives us 10 verbs, 

10 commands for humbling yourself before God in order to receive His grace and break away 

from this adultery with the world. 

 

Now as we come to 4:11, James contrasts these 10 humbling actions with the kinds of actions 

that tell us we have not humbled ourselves before God. The kind of proud living that God 

actually opposes. 

Read James 4:11 - 17 

 

II. Proud Words:   vs. 11-12 

A. Speaking Against Others: 

James begins by addressing them again as "brothers". He is speaking to believers. Immediately 

after having called us to humble ourselves in confession that we might receive more of God’s 

grace, he begins describing what pride in word looks like. He warns them not to slander one 

another. Actually "slander" is too narrow a word to use here. "Slander" means to make false 

charges or misrepresentations that damage a person's reputation.  The Greek word here simply 

means "to speak against".  This is not just talking about making false statements. It includes 

things that are true but harsh, unhelpful, or unkind. And it is a sign that we have not really 

humbled ourselves. 

 

James has already told us about the restless evil of the tongue and that it cannot be tamed. It 

always speaks what is down in the heart. And when there is pride in our hearts it tends to come 

out in putting others down. Now, let’s not be naive. Pride is not simply thinking you are better 
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than everybody else. People who feel insecure are frequently driven by pride just as much 

those who are overly self-confident. 

 

This is talking about verbal attacks on others. And it seems to me that speaking against others 

can only thrive in the absence of the one being criticized. When we are concerned about 

something in someone’s life; we go and talk to them about it. But when we are just speaking 

against someone, we tell it to everyone else! I think gossip is a manifestation of pride! Gossip is 

talking evil of someone to everyone else but them.   

 

The reason James gives for forbidding “speaking against others” is that "anyone who speaks 

against his brother or judges him, speaks against the Law and judges it." He is equating 

“speaking against” someone with “judging” them. You see, we don’t speak against someone 

unless we have already passed judgement on them in our minds. And the opposite of humbling 

yourself is to set yourself up as judge. 
 

B. Judgment versus Discernment: 

Now that creates a dilemma for people who claim to follow Jesus. Most of us who have read 

our Bible immediately think of Jesus words in the Sermon on the Mount, “Judge not, lest you be 

judged.” But we are also called upon to be discerning about “wolves in sheep’s clothing”.  And 

in the same passage where Jesus said, “Judge not”, he also said “Don’t cast your pearls before 

swine!” I think deciding someone is a pig requires some kind of judgement on our part. We are 

also told in Scripture to speak to someone who is sinning. And James spoke bluntly to people in 

this letter about the superficiality of their spiritual lives calling them “adulterous people”. That 

also sounds pretty judgmental! So, what does Jesus mean “Judge not lest you be judged”? 

I don’t have all the answers here, but let me try to point us in the right direction. The ban on 

judgement . . .  is clearly not a ban on discernment or evaluation. I think JUDGEMENT and 

DISCERNMENT differ in purpose, in motive, and in method.  

1. Purpose: The purpose of JUDGEMENT is rejection. We attempt to elevate ourselves by 

putting other people down. The goal is not to help the person be better. It is to question 

their character, their motives, or their actions. But the purpose of DISCERNMENT is 

correction or protection. Correction seeks what is best for the other person. 

 “Do not let any unwholesome talk come out of your mouths, but only what is helpful 

for building others up according to their needs, that it may benefit those who listen.”   

Ephesians 4:29   

Protection seeks to guard your life or others from the actions of evil or self-centered 

people. “Don’t cast your pearls before swine” is recognizing that some people have no 

intention of changing or any regard for others. There are people who are unsafe. They 
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will turn on anyone who gets close to them. This requires us to be discerning. 

 

2. Motive: The motive of JUDGEMENT is usually pride. We are seeking to lift ourselves up 

by tearing others down and gathering a group of people around us who agree with our 

evaluation and criticism. The pride in our hearts produces envy and selfish ambition 

which comes out in our words. Frequently, we are shooting off at the mouth with little 

thought to the impact of our words.  

"A fool finds no pleasure in understanding, but delights in airing his own opinions."  

Proverbs 18:2 

But the motive of DISCERNMENT is love. It is to encourage wisdom and maturity in 

others. Even when James called them “Adulterous People” he is not trying to put them 

down, but to awaken them to the seriousness of their choices. He is speaking out of 

concern for them. 

 

3. Method: JUDGMENT seeks to change people’s opinions about a person. It seeks to 

defame them. DISCERNMENT usually seeks to change the person. Again, James spoke 

directly to these people regarding the superficiality of their lives so they would awaken 

from their self-centeredness. All of us need others to lovingly correct us at certain times. 

But we do not need their condemnation or rejection. Guilt and anger are lousy 

motivators for change friends! 

This is probably a little too neat. But hopefully it helps us get some kind of handle on how 

we distinguish JUDGEMENT and DISCERNMENT. 

C. Judging the Law: 

James also says that when we speak against someone we are not only judging them and their 

actions; we are actually judging God’s standards. We are judging the Law. This is probably a 

reference again to the command "Love your neighbour as yourself." which he quoted in chapter 

2.  To attack someone with words is not love. And to go ahead and do it in spite of God clear 

command, is to deceive yourself and place yourself above the Law.  You are justifying your 

gossip and criticism and saying this is a bad law or a stupid law, or this doesn't apply to me.   

 

We are often blind to the pride involved when we “speak against” others. And that is exactly 

what James is trying to get at.  Instead of humbling yourself and submitting yourself to God as 

James advised in verse 6-10; the person who attacks others, cuts down others, harshly criticizes 

others, or gossips about others; is actually exalting himself not only over the person he is 

criticizing, but also over God's word and judging it.  They are saying; I know what God's word 

says, but I don't have to do it. (Ja.1:22) 
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Application: Who do you find hard to take?  Your parents, your brother, your sister, a 

classmate, a fellow worker, your pastor?  How do you deal with it? Do you speak to them or to 

everybody else about it? If you speak to them, is it motivated by concern for them? Or are you 

lashing out, demanding they do things your way, and cutting them with your words? Are you 

seeking to put them down or build them up? 

Prov. 12:18  “Reckless words pierce like a sword, but the tongue of the wise brings healing.” 

Prov. 18:21  "The tongue has the power of life and death, and those who love it will eat its 

fruit." 

Critical words, cutting words, unloving words are a sign of proud living rather than humbling 

yourself to draw near to God and experience his grace in your life.  

III. Proud Deeds:   vs. 13-17 

A. “Christian Secularism”:  vs. 13 

James now goes on to a second sign of people living in pride and independence from God. He 

moves from talking about proud words to proud deeds. He describes people who travel on 

business.  And these people have laid out their plans.  

1) The time of departure is set. “Today or tomorrow”,   

2) The location is set. “We will go to this or that city.” 

3) The length of time is planned. “Spend a year there.” 

4) The activity is determined. “Carry on business” 

5) The outcome is anticipated. “Make money” 

But for all their well laid plans, God has no place in them.  James is describing a believer 

operating independently of God.  We could call it “Christian Secularism”. Secularism is the 

belief that faith should be separated from other parts of life such as business, government or 

schools. But many Christians and many churches operate as “functional secularists”. We believe 

in God, but what happens in our lives is mostly up to us. Sure, we pray for God’s direction. But 

then we come up with our own plans. “Christian Secularism” tends to operate by the motto: 

“God helps those who help themselves.” (You know that is not in the Bible, right?) 

Most of us recognize that the interaction between the will of God and the will of man in what 

happens in our world is a mystery. But “Christian Secularists” act as though whatever happens 

mostly depends on man. If God did not exist, there would be little difference in how their 

church operates! God is not considered to be all that important in day to day affairs. The point 

James is making is not about business travel. That is only an illustration of a broader problem, 

an attitude of independence from God that pervades most of what we do. 
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B. The Limits of Human Planning:  vs. 14 - 17 

1. Don’t Know the Future: 

In vs. 14 James addresses the foolishness of this independence from God.  They have a 

plan. They think they are in control. They don’t feel they really need to include God in their 

plans, or submit their planning to God.  James exposes the fallacy of such thinking by 

pointing out that “they do not even know what will happen tomorrow”, to say nothing of a 

year from now. There could be no better example of this than the floods which inundated 

our Province this week. In a 48 hour period, every major highway in BC was cut off and 

closed. People who set off on Monday thinking they would drive to this or that city, like 

Hope or Kamloops or even just Abbotsford to see friends or do business found themselves 

trapped behind mudslides and flooded roads. Dairy farms and chicken farms in the Sumas 

Prairie were decimated. Some people were even swept off the road to their deaths. Even 

the certainty of daily food being delivered to cities throughout this Province has crumbled 

like the reinforced concrete highways we assume will always be there for us. 

 

We all plan as though everything will keep on going as it has in our lives. And then planes 

strike the World Trade Center, or COVID cripples commerce and connections, or a 

rainstorm washes away our carefully planned lives. The problem isn’t planning itself. It is 

planning as though we know the future and we are in control of our lives.  James is pointing 

out how limited our knowledge of the future really is; we don’t even know what will 

happen tomorrow.  Only God knows that. 

2. No Long Term Contracts: 

Furthermore, he reminds them that their very lives are both short and uncertain. They may 

not even be around in a year. He says, “What is your life?  You are a mist that appears for a 

little while and then vanishes!” Mist is something that is very transitory.  It’s everywhere 

one minute and then a little while latter it’s gone.  But James readers were planning as if 

they were going to be around a long time. 

 

When you talk with people facing cancer or heart surgery; there is this awareness that the 

length of their days is uncertain. It is difficult to make any long term plans because you never 

know how much time you really have. And there is often a much greater awareness that what 

time we do have should be lived with eternity in view. And that means seeking God’s direction 

in pretty much everything. If James is right, and I think he is; people in such circumstances have 

a better grip on reality than the rest of us. Most of us are living under the illusion that somehow 

our life will keep going, that we have plenty of time to do whatever we want. 

 

God is reminding us of both the shortness and uncertainty of our lives. James is trying to 
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awaken us when he says; “You are a mist that appears for a little while and then vanishes!” He 

says this not to increase our ANXIETY but our HUMILITY! If we are not in control and are living 

on limited time, maybe we should humble ourselves and submit our lives to the One who is in 

control and does know the future. Life is short.  Eternity is forever.  We don’t know how much 

time we have.  We need to live with eternity in mind. And that means humbling ourselves and 

submitting our lives and our plans to God. 

 

C. An Attitude of Dependence:  vs. 15-16 

In vs. 15 James offers correction.  He says; “Instead, you ought to say,’ If it is the Lord’s will, we 

will live and do this or that.”  For a believer to leave God out of their plans is pretty arrogant 

pride.  It is a sign of independence from God and an indicator that we have not truly humbled 

ourselves before Him. 

 

The phrase James suggests “If it is the Lord’s will”, is not intended to be a mechanical phrase 

added on to all statements of future plans.  It is an attitude of dependence on God. One can say 

the words and still live as though God doesn’t matter in your life.  Or you can skip the words, 

but live as though everything depended on God.  It is the attitude of dependence that James is 

arguing for. 

 

In vs. 16, James presses home the pride involved in such planning. He calls it “boasting and 

bragging.” To make such plans independently of God is to arrogantly claim to be in control of 

the future. He calls this boastful pride and declares it is evil! 

Application: 

How dependent is your life on God.  Do you seek God in your plans for work, for schooling, for 

marriage, for dating, for purchases, for your entertainment and social life? I suspect many 

people go to church on Sunday and then live independently of God the rest of the week? So 

James concludes the major argument of the book. He does so by restating the theme of this 

book in a different way.  Instead of repeating James 1:22  

“Do not merely listen to the word, and so deceive yourselves. Do what it says.” 

He says; “Knowing what’s right and not doing it is sin.”  Once again we see that the question 

isn’t how much you know, but how well you live. 

 

IV. Reflection Questions: 

A. Your Words: 

1. Astonishly, “Church Critic” is not listed anywhere in Scripture under spiritual gifts! How 

do you speak with people about concerns with their choices and actions without sitting 

in the judge’s seat? 
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2. Those who are growing in their experience of grace, have grace for others. If confession 

is a path to receiving more of God’s grace in our lives, how has God used that to 

increase your acceptance and patience with others? 

3.  Gossip has been an ingrained habit for many of us. What is behind our tendency to talk 

to others about something rather than the person with who we have a concern? How 

do you change that tendency? 

 

B. Your Deeds: 

4. Describe a situation where you really prayed about a plan and tried to listen to God 

before proceeding. (Getting engaged, where to go to school, a change in jobs) What was 

it about that plan that led you to pray about more than normal? 

5. How have you experienced clear direction from God in a choice you were facing?  

   


